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Abstract
Dense subgraph detection is a fundamental problem in network analysis for which few worst-
case guarantees are known, motivating its study through the lens of fixed-parameter tractability.
But for what parameter? Recent work has proposed parameterizing graphs by their degree of
triadic closure, with a c-closed graph defined as one in which every vertex pair with at least c
common neighbors are themselves connected by an edge. The special case of enumerating all
maximal cliques (and hence computing a maximum clique) of a c-closed graph is known to be
fixed-parameter tractable with respect to c (Fox et al., SICOMP 2020).
In network analysis, sufficiently dense subgraphs are typically as notable and meaningful
as cliques. We investigate the fixed-parameter tractability (with respect to c) of optimization
and enumeration in c-closed graphs, for several notions of dense subgraphs. We focus on graph
families that are the complements of the most well-studied notions of sparse graphs, including
graphs with bounded degree, bounded treewidth, or bounded degeneracy, and provide fixed-
parameter tractable enumeration and optimization algorithms for these families. To go beyond
the special case of maximal cliques, we use a new combinatorial bound (generalizing the Moon-
Moser theorem); new techniques for exploiting the c-closed condition; and more sophisticated
enumeration algorithms.
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1 Introduction
A central problem in the analysis of real-world networks is the extraction of the community structure
of the underlying graph. While real-world graphs tend to be sparse globally, their vertices are
usually organized in clusters, with many edges joining vertices within the same cluster [43]. Dense
subgraphs often represent cohesive groups of vertices and serve as the starting point for studying
network structure and evolution. Finding dense subgraphs is therefore a key subroutine for any
study of the real-world graphs. We study the problem of finding dense subgraphs in c-closed graphs,
a class recently introduced as an abstraction of real-world social and information networks [18, 19].
More precisely, we study the fixed-parameter tractability with respect to parameter c of finding
subgraphs of bounded co-degree, bounded co-treewidth and bounded co-degeneracy.
Optimization and enumeration. We focus on two types of problems, each parameterized by a
class of graphs C. Maximum C-graph is an optimization problem in which the input is a graph G
and the goal is to compute an induced subgraph of G that lies in C and has the maximum possible
size (in terms of the number of vertices). Enumerate C-graphs in an enumeration version of the
problem, in which the goal is to enumerate every maximal induced subgraph of the input graph G
that lies in C. Obviously, any algorithm for Enumerate C-graphs can be used for Maximum
C-graph as well.
Input: A graph G.
Output: A maximum size set S ⊆ V (G)
such that G[S] ∈ C.
Maximum C-graph
Input: A graph G.
Output: All maximal sets S ⊆ V (G)
such that G[S] ∈ C.
Enumerate C-graphs
Motivated by social network analysis, we are interested in the above problems when C is a class
of dense graphs. A prototypical dense subset is clique: a subset of vertices such that any two are
adjacent. The problem of finding a maximum clique is exactly Maximum C-graph when C is the
class of all complete graphs. It is notoriously hard in general graphs. The problem is NP-hard
to approximate within a factor O(n1−) [23, 47], and admits no subexponential-time algorithm
assuming the Exponential Time Hypothesis [24]. Under suitable complexity assumptions, it is hard
to approximate within a non-trivial factor, even with a parametrized algorithm when the parameter
is the solution size [9].
c-closed graphs. Recently, Fox et al. [18, 19] showed that the problem of finding a maximum
clique is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) when parametrized by a closure parameter. Informally,
the parameter measures how well the input graph satisfies the triadic closure property. Triadic
closure corresponds to the property that one is more likely to connect with a friend of a friend
than with a random person, or that two individuals with many common friends are likely to be
friends themselves. Unsurprisingly, real-world social networks usually have strong triadic closure
properties. A deterministic variant of this concept leads to the notion of c-closed graphs: a graph
is c-closed if any two vertices with at least c common neighbors are adjacent. Fox et al. [18,
19] introduced the definition and proved that the problem of finding a maximum clique is FPT
when parameterized by c. In our terminology, they showed that Enumerate cliques, and thus
Maximum clique, is fixed parameter tractable when parametrized by c.
Theorem 1.1 (Fox et al. [18, 19]). In any c-closed graph, a set of cliques containing all maximal
cliques can be generated in time O(p(n, c)+3c/3n2), where p(n, c) = O(n2+o(1)c+ c2−ω−α/(1−α)nω +
nω log(n)) for the matrix multiplication exponent ω and α > 0.29.
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This result therefore gives provable worst-case guarantees for clique enumeration in a natural ab-
straction of real-world networks—guarantees that are impossible without any assumptions on the
input graph. Enumerating maximal cliques can be viewed as one specific approach to computing
a maximum clique, or as a problem of interest in its own right. For example, when looking for
overlapping communities in a social network, the enumeration of all maximal cliques [34, 40] and
other dense subgraphs [35, 45] is often used as a key subroutine.
Three parts. We view the proof of Theorem 1.1 as being composed of three parts. The first part
uses a combinatorial bound on the number of maximal cliques, the classic Moon-Moser theorem [32,
31]. This theorem states that the number of maximal cliques in an arbitrary N -vertex graph is
bounded above by 3N/3 (with a matching lower bound furnished by a complete (N/3)-partite graph).
The second and most interesting part of the proof exploits the c-closed condition to translate
the Moon-Moser theorem into an FPT bound of at most n23(c−1)/3 maximal cliques in a c-closed
graph with n vertices. Roughly, this step of the proof works as follows. For (almost) every maximal
clique, one can identify two non-adjacent vertices such that the clique is contained in the common
neighborhood of the two vertices. Such a maximal clique in the original graph is also maximal in
an induced subgraph on at most c− 1 vertices, by the c-closure property. The upper bound follows
by applying the Moon-Moser theorem to these subgraphs (of which there is a polynomial number),
each of size at most c− 1.
The third step is to translate the FPT combinatorial bound on the number of maximal cliques
into an FPT algorithm for enumerating them. For the case of cliques, there is a well known
algorithm [42] that can be used to list all maximal cliques in O(mn) time per clique.1
Dense subgraphs. Cliques are commonly used as proxies for “communities” in social networks,
but sufficiently dense subgraphs are typically as notable and meaningful in network analysis. For
example, Yu et al. [45] look at the protein interaction network and search for dense subgraphs
missing a few edges (nearly complete complexes of pairwise interacting proteins), and predict the
missing interactions from these; and Jain and Seshadhri [25] give an algorithm for estimating the
number of subgraphs with one or two non-edges in large-scale graphs. Fox et al. [18, 19] offer no
results for non-cliques (not even for cliques minus a single edge).
In this paper, we study the computation and enumeration of dense subgraphs, focusing on
complements of well-established notions of sparse graphs: bounded-degree, bounded-treewidth,
and bounded-degeneracy graphs. We give FPT algorithms with parameter c for the enumeration of
maximal subgraphs of a c-closed graph of bounded co-degree (so-called (d+ 1)-plexes), subgraphs
of bounded co-treewidth, and subgraphs of bounded co-degeneracy.2 3
We note that not all natural notions of “co-sparse” subgraphs leads to FPT bounds. For
example, the maximal subgraphs with bounded average co-degree cannot be listed by an FPT
algorithm, even for an average co-degree of at most 2.
1Replacing the Moon-Moser bound with the trivial bound of 2N would also lead to an FPT result, albeit one that
is exponentially worse. Fox et al. [18, 19] also prove an incomparable bound with better dependence on n (n2−2
1−c
)
but worse dependence on c (4(c+4)(c−1)/2).
2Bounded co-degree graphs and bounded co-treewidth graphs both have bounded co-degeneracy. However, there
is no obvious relationship between the combinatorial bounds possible for the three different classes (on account of the
maximality requirement), nor between the computational complexities of the corresponding optimization problems.
3We recently learned that our results for (d + 1)-plexes were proved independently by Koana, Komusiewicz,
and Sommer (see [26], posted on July 10, 2020). The results in [26] apply more generally to the class of weakly
c-closed graphs defined in [18, 19]; our Theorem 3.3 can likewise be extended to weakly c-closed graphs with some
minor changes to the proof. (The paper [26] also includes several results showing polynomial-size kernels for various
problems in weakly c-closed graphs, an important direction that is not pursued here.)
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Example 1.2. Let ` ∈ N and let c = `2(`+ 1) + 1. By the hand-shaking lemma, a subgraph G[S]
has average co-degree at most 2 if and only if G[S] contains at most |S| non-edges. Consider a
graph G consisting of a clique K on c − 1 vertices and an independent set I on n vertices, where
any vertex in I is adjacent to every vertex in K. Then G is c-closed since any two non-adjacent
vertices are adjacent only to K. Note that G contains exactly n+ c− 1 vertices.
Let us show that the number of maximal subgraphs G[S] with at most |S| non-edges is at
least n` and hence not FPT with respect to c. In particular, consider a set of the form S∪K where
S ⊆ I. If |S| = s then the number of non-edges in G[S ∪K] is exactly s(s − 1)/2. By the choice
of c, any set S of size ` is a maximal subgraph with at most |S| non-edges. Thus, there are at least
O(n`) ≈ O(n
√
2c) maximal subgraphs G[S] with at most |S| non-edges.
1.1 Our results
To describe our results and techniques, we use the same three-part framework outlined above for
the special case of cliques:
1. Combinatorial bound: Find an upper bound on the number of maximal dense subgraphs
in an arbitrary N -vertex graphs, in the spirit of the Moon-Moser theorem. (Either relying on
an existing bound or proving a new one from stratch.)
2. FPT bound: Exploit the c-closed condition to translate the combinatorial bound into an
FPT-type upper bound (with parameter c) on the number of maximal dense subgraphs in a
c-closed graph on n vertices.
3. Enumeration: Give an FPT enumeration algorithm for listing all maximal dense subgraphs
in a c-closed graph. (Either relying on an existing enumeration algorithm or devising a new
one.)
Next we outline our results, in roughly increasing order of technical difficulty. Below, whenever
we say an “FPT algorithm” we mean with respect to the parameter c in the c-closed condition.
Whenever we say a “maximal subgraph,” we mean a vertex-maximal induced subgraph.
(d+ 1)-plexes. A subset S ⊆ V (G) is called a (d+ 1)-plex if every vertex v ∈ S is non-adjacent
to at most d other vertices in S. Equivalently, a subset S is a (d+ 1)-plex if G[S] has co-degree at
most d. Thus, a clique is 1-plex. This a common relaxation of cliques and has been studied in the
context of network analysis [17, 39]. For each fixed d, we give an FPT algorithm for Enumerate
(d+ 1)-plexes. No such result is possible in general graphs (assuming P 6= NP) [1].
For the combinatorial bound we need an upper bound on Md(N)—the maximum number of
maximal (d+ 1)-plexes in an N vertex graph. (Equivalently,Md(N) is the the number of maximal
subgraphs of degree at most d in an N vertex graph.) A recent result shows that for every fixed d
there is a constant κd < 2 such that Md(N) ≤ κNd [46].
Determining the tight bound for Md(N) appears to be challenging. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the only tight bound is the Moon-Moser theorem stating thatM0(N) ≤ 3N/3 ≈ 1.442N . One
of our contributions is to give a tight bound forM1(N): M1(N) ≤ 10N/5 ≈ 1.585N . This result is
presented in Appendix A, and requires a much more involved proof than the Moon-Moser theorem
(a short proof of the Moon-Moser theorem is given in Section 3).
For the FPT bound, we show that the number of maximal (d+ 1)-plexes in a c-closed graph is
bounded by O(n2d · κcd). (Example 3.4 shows that the exponential dependence on d is necessary.)
Moreover, using the tight bound forM1(N) we give a stronger bound O(n2 · 10c/5) for the number
of maximal 2-plexes in a c-closed graph on n vertices.
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For the enumeration, the simplest approach is to apply black-box one of the recent polynomial
delay algorithms for efficiently listing (d+1)-plexes [4, 7]. E.g., Berlowitz et al. [4] give an algorithm
which enumerates all maximal (d+ 1)-plexes in time O((d+ 1)2d+2p(n)) per maximal (d+ 1)-plex,
where p(n) is a polynomial in n. By the FPT bound, the enumeration algorithm runs in FPT time.
However, we can obtain a better running time by translating our proof of the FPT bound into a
bespoke enumeration algorithm.
Co-forests. We say that a graph is a co-forest if it is the complement of a forest. In Section 4,
we give an FPT algorithm for Enumerate co-forests.4
With F(N) we denote the maximum number of maximal co-forests (equiv. forests) in an
arbitrary graph on N vertices. Currently, the best bound for F(N) is F(N) ≤ 1.8638N [16] and
we use it as a combinatorial bound.
For the FPT bound, a more robust proof than in the case of (d+1)-plexes is required. Previously,
the main step was to isolate two non-adjacent vertices for almost every maximal subgraph and to
show that a large part of the subgraph is contained in the common neighborhood of the two vertices.
The proof uses the fact that outside of the common neighborhood of the two vertices there is a
small number of vertices: at most 2d−2 in case of (d+ 1)-plexes. Such an argument does not work
for co-forests as there could be vertices with arbitrary large co-degree. To fix this we show that
whenever a co-forest is not a co-star then there are two pairs of non-adjacent vertices, such that the
co-forest is contained in the union of the common neighborhoods of the two pairs. By c-closure, such
a co-forest is also maximal in a graph on at most 2c vertices and we apply the combinatorial bound
to these subgraphs. Counting maximal co-stars reduces to counting maximal cliques in smaller
graphs. We prove that the number of maximal co-forests is O(n3 · c · F(2c)) ≤ O(n3 · c · 1.86382c).
There have been remarkable recent advances in subgraph enumeration algorithms [12, 14] via
proximity search. We use these as a block box to list all maximal (co-)forests in time O(m2n) per
maximal (co-)forest. Hence, we obtain an FPT-algorithm for Enumerate co-forests. We can
also obtain a better running time by combining the enumeration algorithm with our proof of the
FPT bound.
We generalize our results for co-forests in two ways. Forests are exactly the graphs with
treewidth at most 1, and we generalize the results to the graphs of bounded co-treewidth. On
the other hand, forests are exactly the graphs with degeneracy at most 1, and we generalize the
results to the graphs with bounded co-degeneracy.
Bounded co-treewidth. A graph is said to have co-treewidth at most t if its complement has
treewidth at most t. The class of graphs with co-treewidth at most t is denoted by Tt. In Section 5,
we give, for each fixed t, an FPT algorithm for Enumerate Tt-graphs.
Obtaining non-trivial combinatorial bounds on the number of maximal subgraphs with (co-
)treewidth at most t in an arbitrary N -vertex graph is an open question in graph theory, so we use
the trivial upper bound of 2N . (In any case, there are no known polynomial-delay algorithms for
listing subgraphs of bounded (co-)treewidth that would allow us to algorithmically exploit (black-
box) the savings that a better bound would give us.)
For our FPT bound, we show that for almost every maximal subgraph of bounded co-treewidth
we can either find two pairs of non-adjacent vertices and show that the subgraph is contained in
the common neighborhoods of these two pairs (plus t additional vertices), or else that the subgraph
is a generalized co-star. In the former case we use the c-closure condition and reduce the latter
case to counting maximal cliques in smaller graphs. We show that there are O(nt+422c) maximal
4 Finding a maximum induced forest is equivalent to finding a minimum feedback vertex set. Hence, finding a
maximum co-forest is NP-hard.
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subgraphs with co-treewidth at most t. Exponential dependence on t is necessary, even when c = 1
(Example 5.5).
While there are no known polynomial-delay enumeration algorithms for listing maximal sub-
graphs of bounded (co-)treewidth, we show how to turn our FPT bound into an FPT algorithm
for Enumerate Tt-graphs.
We also extend these results to the case of subgraphs with bounded local co-treewidth (Sec-
tion 5.1).
Bounded co-degeneracy. We say that a graph has co-degeneracy at most d if its complement is
d-degenerate. (Recall that a graph is d-degenerate if every induced subgraph has at least one vertex
with degree at most d.) In Section 6 we give, for each fixed d, an FPT algorithm for enumerating
maximal subgraphs with co-degeneracy at most d.
For the combinatorial bound, we define Dd(N) to be the maximum number of maximal sub-
graphs with co-degeneracy at most d in an arbitrary N -vertex graph. It is known that for every
fixed d there is a constant γd < 2 such that Dd(N) ≤ γNd , see [37].
For the FPT bound, we show that the number of maximal subgraphs with co-degeneracy at
most d is at most O(n8d · Dd(2dc)) ≤ O(n8d · γ2dcd ). The idea is to show that there are two types of
maximal subgraphs with co-degeneracy at most d: either they have the structure of a generalized
star, or we can find 2d pairs of non-adjacent edges such that the maximal subgraph is contained
in the common neighborhoods of these non-adjacent pairs and an additional 4d vertices. Counting
generalized stars reduces to counting cliques, and we control the other case using the c-closed
condition.
An FPT algorithm is then obtained by applying the recent enumeration algorithm [14] that
lists all maximal subgraphs with bounded degeneracy in time O(mnd+2) per maximal subgraph.
1.2 Further related work
Real worlds graphs. It is widely accepted that the real-world graphs posses several nice proper-
ties that differentiate them from arbitrary graphs. The established ones include heavy-tailed degree
distributions, a high density of triangles and communities, the small world property (low diameter),
and triadic closure. Over the years there has been a lot of significant and influential work trying to
capture the special structure of real-world graphs. The literature is almost entirely focused on the
generative (i.e., probabilistic) models. A few most popular ones include preferential attachment [2],
the copying model [28], Kronecker graphs [29], the Chung-Lu random graph model [10, 11], with
many new models introduced every year. For example, already in 2006, the survey by Chakrabarti
and Faloutsos [8] examines 23 different models. Generative approaches are very enticing as they,
by definition, give an easy way of producing synthetic data, and are a good proxy for studying
random processes on graphs. On the other hand, if one is to design an algorithm for real-world
graphs with good worst-case guarantees, a hard choice of the exact model arises as there is a little
consensus about which of the many models is the “right” one, if any.
An idea is to find algorithms that are not suited to any specific generative model, but only
assume a deterministic condition. In other words, isolate a parameter of the real-world graphs
that differentiates them from arbitrary graphs and use it give stronger guarantees for particular
algorithms/problems. Fox, Roughgarden, Seshadhri, Wei, and Wein [18, 19] took this approach
and introduced the class of c-closed graphs, where they showed that the maximum clique problem
is FPT when parametrized by c. Following their work, Koana, Komusiewicz, and Sommer [27]
exploited c-closure and showed that the dominating set problem, the induced matching problem,
and the irredundant set problem admit kernels of size kO(c), O(c7k8), O(c5/2k3) respectively; where
k is the size of the solution.
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There are only a few other algorithmic results in the same spirit. Notably, several prob-
lems can be solved faster for graphs with a power-law degree distribution: Barch, Cygan,  Lacki,
and Sankowski [6] gave faster algorithms for transitive closure, maximum matching, determinant,
PageRank and matrix inverse; and Borassi, Crescenzi, and Trevisan [5] gave faster algorithms for
diameter, radius, distance oracles, and computing the most “central” vertices by assuming several
axioms satisfied by real-world graphs, including a power-law degree distribution.
Motivated by triadic closure, Gupta, Roughgarden, and Seshadhri [21] define triangle-dense
graphs and proved relevant structural results. Informally, they proved that if a constant fraction of
two-hop paths are closed into triangles, then (most of) the graph can be decomposed into clusters
with diameter at most 2.
(d+1)-plexes. The maximal cliques often fail to detect cohesive subgraphs. To address the issue,
Seidman and Foster [39] in 1978 introduced the notion of (d+ 1)-plex. We refer the reader to [44,
30, 36, 4, 13, 3] and references therein for an overview of the literature. The literature is mostly
focused on heuristic algorithms for finding large (d + 1)-plexes or enumerating (several) maximal
(d + 1)-plexes without providing any worst-case guarantees. We point out that Balasundaram,
Butenko and Hicks [1] proved that the problem of finding a maximum (d+ 1)-plex is NP-hard for
any fixed d (they also study the polyhedral aspects of the problem and implement a branch-and-cut
algorithm).
Counting and enumerating maximal subgraphs. Counting (maximal) induced subgraph in
an arbitrary N -vertex graph is a crucial part when it comes to design of faster exact algorithms.
We mention a few related results. Moon and Moser [32] and also Miller and Muller [31] prove that
the number of maximal cliques (equivalently maximal independent sets) in a graph on N vertices is
at most 3N/3. Tomita, Tanaka and Takahashi [41] gave an algorithm for finding a maximum clique
by enumerating all maximal cliques in time O(3N/3).
Fomin, Gaspers, Pyatkin and Razgon [16] show that for the number of maximal forest F(N)
it holds (10/5)N/10 ≈ 1.5926N ≤ F(N) ≤ 1.8638N , and give O(1.7548N ) algorithm for finding a
maximum size induced forest.
Gupta, Raman and Suarabh [22, Theorem 4] show that the number of maximal 1-regular induced
graphs in an N -vertex graph is at most 10N/5 and gave an algorithm for finding a maximum such
subgraph with similar running time. Note that in any graph, the number of maximal matchings is
not larger than the number of maximal subgraphs with degree at most 1. Therefore, it is somewhat
surprising that the number of maximal subgraphs with degree at most 1 is also bounded by 10N/5,
as we show in Appendix A. The same paper [22] shows that for each integer r there is a constant
ρr < 2, such that the number of maximal r-regular graphs in an N vertex graph is at most ρ
N
r .
Zhou, Xu, Guo, Xiao, and Jin [46] show that for each d there is a constant κd < 2 such that all
maximal (d + 1)-plexes can be enumerated in time O(κNd N
2). Implicitly, they also show that the
number of maximal (d+ 1)-plexes is at most κNd , i.e., Md(N) ≤ κNd .
Pilipczuk and Pilipczuk [37] show that for every fixed d there is a constant γd < 2 such that
the number of maximal induced d-degenerate subgraphs in a graph on N vertices is at most γNd ,
i.e., Dd(N) ≤ γNd .
2 Preliminaries and complementary terminology
We consider finite, simple, undirected graphs. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. We write uv ∈ E
for an edge {u, v} ∈ E(G) and we say that the vertices u and v are adjacent or that u is a
neighbor of v and vice versa. If w ∈ NG(u) ∩ NG(v) we say that w is a common neighbor of
u and v. For a vertex v ∈ V (G) we denote by NG(v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E} the neighborhood
of v in G and NG[v] = NG(v) ∪ {v} the closed neighborhood of v in G. For U ⊆ V , we define
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NG(U) = ∪u∈UNG(u) \ U and NG[U ] = NG(U) ∪ U . For simplicity, if the set U is given implicitly
as a collection of vertices u1, . . . , u` we write NG(u1, . . . , u`) instead of NG({u1, . . . , u`}). We drop
the subscript G when the graph is clear from the context.
Let W ⊆ V (G). The induced subgraph G[W ] is defined as the graph H = (W,E ∩ (W2 )), where(
W
2
)
is the set of all unordered pairs with elements in W . The graph G[V \W ] is also denoted as
G \W . We say that W is separator in G if G \W has strictly more connected components than
graph G. A connected component is non-trivial if it contains at least two vertices, or equivalently
at least one edge. The diameter of G, denoted diam(G), is the length of a longest shortest path
among any two vertices u and v in G. If G is not connected then diam(G) =∞.
The complement of a graph G = (V,E) is the graph G := (V,
(
V
2
) \ E). We say that W is a
clique (in G) if for any two vertices u, v ∈W we have uv ∈ E(G). A set I is an independent set in
G if U is a clique in G. Set U is a vertex cover in G if V (G) \ U is an independent set in G.
The degree of v is G is degG(v) = |NG(v)|, and the maximum degree of G is
∆(G) = maxv∈V (G) degG(v). Graph is d-degenerate (has degeneracy at most d) if every induced
subgraph of G[S] contains a vertex v such that degG[S](v) ≤ d.
Definition 2.1 (Treewidth, [38]). Let G be a graph. A tree decomposition of G is a pair (T,W),
where T is a tree and W = {Wt : t ∈ V (T )} is a set of bags satisfying
• ∪t∈V (T ) = V (G) and for every edge uv in G there is bag Wt containing u and v; and
• if t, t′, t′′ ∈ V (T ) and t′ lies on the path between t and t′′ in T , then Wt ∩Wt′′ ⊆Wt′ .
The width of (T,W) is maxt∈V (T )(|Wt| − 1). The treewidth of G, denoted tw(G), is the smallest
number t such that there is a tree decomposition (T,W) of G with width t.
Co-degree, co-treewidth, and co-degeneracy refer to the degree, treewidth and degeneracy in
the complement graph, respectively.
Definition 2.2 (c-closed, [18]). A graph G is c-closed if any two non-adjacent vertices have at
most c− 1 common neighbors.
Finding the smallest c for which a given graph G is c-closed can be done by squaring the
adjacency matrix in O(nω) time, where ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent.
A problem is said to be fixed-parameter tractable with respect to a parameter k if there is
an algorithm that solves it in time O(f(k)nα) where f can be an arbitrary function and α is a
constant, for more details on parametrized algorithms and complexity we refer to [15]. Throughout
the paper, unless otherwise stated the parameter is c.
Complementary terminology. We are interested in finding the dense subgraphs in c-closed
graphs, but it is more convenient to present the rest of the paper in the complementary terminology.
This means that we will be working with the complements of c-closed graphs.
Proposition 2.3. G is the complement of a c-closed graph if and only if for any two adjacent
vertices u, v in G it holds |V (G) \NG[u, v]| ≤ c− 1.
Definition 2.4 (d+ 1-plex, [39]). Let G be a graph. A subset of vertices S is called a (d+ 1)-plex
if each v ∈ S is adjacent to all but d vertices of S (excluding itself).
A clique is equivalently defined as a 1-plex. Trivially, a subset S ⊆ V (G) is a (d+1)-plex in G if
and only if the maximum co-degree of G[S] is at most d. Hence, we are interested in subgraphs with
maximum degree at most d in the complement of a c-closed graph. As the notions of co-treewidth
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and co-degeneracy are already introduced in the complementary notions, it is clear that we are
interested in the subgraphs of bounded treewidth and bounded degeneracy in the complement of a
c-closed graph.
We recall that whenever we say maximal subgraph this is referred to a maximal vertex induced
subgraph.
3 Cliques and (d + 1)-plexes
In the first part of the section we review the result by Fox et al. [18]. In Subsection 3.1 we prove
our results for (d+ 1)-plexes.
Cliques. Recall that, for a graph G we denote byMd(G) the number of maximal subgraphs with
degree at most d in G. Similarly, we denote by Md(N) the maximum value of Md(G) for a graph
G on N vertices. The Moon-Moser theorem states that M0(N) ≤ 3N/3. The bound is tight, as
demonstrated by the graph composed of
⌊
N
3
⌋
copies of K3. We state the theorem and include a
short proof for completeness.5
Theorem 3.1. M0(N) ≤ 3N/3 ≤ 1.443N .
Proof. We prove that M0(N) ≤ 3N/3 by induction on N . Let G be a graph on N vertices and v a
vertex of minimum degree ` in G. Any maximal independent set I intersects N [v] in some vertex
w. As I is a maximal independent set in G, then I \ w is a maximal independent set in G \N [w].
Thus, we get the following recursive bound
M0(G) ≤
∑
w∈N [v]
M0(G \N [w]) ≤
∑
w∈N [v]
M0(N − |N [w]|) ≤ (`+ 1)M0(N − (`+ 1)) ,
where in the last inquality we use M0(N − |N [w]|) ≤ M0(N − (` + 1)) for all w ∈ N [v] since `
is the minimum degree. By induction, we have (` + 1)M0(N − (` + 1)) ≤ (` + 1) · 3
N−(`+1)
3 . The
theorem follows since 3
N
3 (`+ 1)3
−(`+1)
3 ≤ 3N3 for all ` ∈ N.
Using the bound for M0(N), Fox et al. [18] gave an FPT bound for the number of maximal
cliques in a c-closed graph. We restate their theorem and outline the proof in our terminology.
Theorem 3.2 ([18]). Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph. Then the number of maximal
independent sets in G is bounded by n2 · M0(c− 1) ≤ n23(c−1)/3.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of vertices. Let v be a vertex and I a maximal
independent set in G. Then I \ v is either a maximal independent set in G \ v or not. By induction
there are at most (n−1)2 ·M0(c−1) independent sets I of the first type. Let us count the maximal
independent sets I in G for which I \ v is not an independent set in G \ v.
As I \ v is not a maximal independent set in G \ v it follows that v ∈ I. Moreover, there
is a vertex u ∈ V (G) \ v such that I ∪ u is an independent set in G \ v. It must be the case
that u and v are adjacent or else I is not maximal in G. Thus, I \ v is maximal independent set
contained in the common non-neighborhood of v and u. Since G is the complement of a c-closed
graph, the common non-neighborhood of two adjacent vertices contains at most c − 1 vertices.
Thus, there are at mostM0(c− 1) maximal independent sets in the common non-neighborhood of
v and u. By induction, the number of maximal independent sets of the second type is bounded by∑
u∈NG(v)M0(c− 1) ≤ n · M0(c− 1).
The theorem follows since (n− 1)2 · M0(c− 1) + n · M0(c− 1) ≤ n2M0(c− 1).
5 The proofs by Miller and Muller [31] and Moon and Moser [32] give a more refined bound by distinguishing the
case analysis based on the divisibility of n by 3.
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Since all maximal cliques (and equivalently maximal independent sets) can be listed in time
O(mn) per maximal clique [42], we obtain an FPT algorithm for enumerating the maximal cliques
in c-closed graphs.
3.1 (d+1)-plexes
Our next goal is to generalize Theorem 3.2 to richer families of low-degree subgraphs. In particular,
for any fixed d, we show that the number of maximal subgraphs with degree at most d in the
complement of a c-closed graph admits an FPT bound. This implies that the number of maximal
(d+ 1)-plexes in a c-closed graph admits an FPT bound and an FPT enumeration algorithm.
To prove the FPT bound we use the following idea. Once we fix two adjacent vertices u, v and
their neighbors (which there are at most 2d − 2), the rest of a subgraph that contains these fixed
vertices and has degree at most d is in the common non-neighborhood of u and v. By c-closure
there are at most c− 1 vertices that are common non-neighbors of u and v. Therefore, the bound
we obtain is the product of n2d, and the maximum number of subgraphs with degree at most d in
a graph on 2d+ c− 1 vertices that contain a prescribed set of size at least 2d. In other words, our
bound depends on n2d and an extension of Md(N).
Combinatorial bound. For a graph G and P ⊆ V (G), the number of maximal subgraphs
containing P and with degree at most d is denoted by Md(G;P ). Analogously, Md(N + p; p) is
the maximum value Md(G;P ) takes over all graphs on N + p vertices and all sets P ⊆ V (G)
with size p. In particular, Md(N) =Md(N ; 0). By adding isolated vertices, it is easy to see that
Md(N + p; p) ≤Md(N + p′; p′) for all p ≤ p′.
By closely examining the result by Zhou et al. [46, Theorem 1], we note that they implicitly show
that for each d and every p there is a constant κd < 2 such thatMd(N+p; p) ≤ κNd . More precisely,
they show that the bound holds if κd is the root of x
d+4 − 2xd+3 + 1 = 0. For d = 0, . . . , 4 we have
κd = 1.618, 1.839, 1.928, 1.966 and 1.984. To the best of our knowledge, next to the Moon-Moser
theorem, these are the best (and only) existing bounds for Md(N) and Md(N + p; p).
The Moon-Moser theorem states that κ0 = 3
1/3 suffices. In Appendix A, we prove a tight upper
bound on M1(N). In other words we show that we can set κ1 = 101/5 ≤ 1.585. The proof uses
similar recursive bound(s) as in Theorem 3.1, and in the proof for 1-regular graphs given by Gupta
et al. [22, Theorem 4], but our proof requires a significantly more extensive cases analysis.
Theorem A.6. M1(N) ≤ 10N/5 ≤ 1.585N .
To see that the bound is tight consider any N a multiple of 5. The graph consisting of N5 copies
of K5 contains 10
N/5 maximal subgraph with degree at most 1.6
FPT bound. Our next goal is to give an upper bound on the number of subgraphs with degree
at most d in a c-closed graph usingMd(N + p; p) for d > 1, andM1(N). For the case when d = 0,
we already have Theorem 3.2 which we use in the proof.
Theorem 3.3 (Bounded degree). Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph. The number of
maximal induced subgraphs with degree at most d in G, is bounded by 2n2d · Md(c − 1 + 2d; 2d).
Moreover, for d = 1 the bound simplifies to 2n2 · M1(c− 1).
Proof. We count two types of maximal subsets S that induce a subgraph with degree at most d:
• subsets S for which G[S] is edgeless, and
• subsets S for which G[S] contains at least one edge.
6 The same number of subgraphs is attained if we remove a matching from each of the K5s’.
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If G[S] is a maximal subgraph with degree at most d and G[S] is edgeless, then S is also a maximal
independent set in G. By Theorem 3.2, the number of maximal independent sets in G is bounded
by n2 · M0(c − 1). By definition, it is not hard to see that M0(c − 1) ≤ M0(c − 1 + d; d) ≤
Md(c − 1 + 2d; 2d) holds. Therefore, in order to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that the
number of maximal subgraphs that contain an edge and with degree at most d is bounded by
n2d · Md(c− 1 + 2d; 2d).
u
v
NS
R
G :
u
v
G[S] :
Figure 1: Proof of Theorem 3.3. Left: G[S] represents an induced subgraph with maximum degree
4. Right: depiction of G[S] within G. Recall that R = V (G) \NG[u, v] and that |R| ≤ c− 1 as G
is the complement of a c-closed graph. The dashed lines represent non-edges.
We refer to Figure 1. Let uv be an edge in G. Suppose that S is a maximal set such that
∆(G[S]) ≤ d and u, v ∈ S. Let NS = S ∩NG(u, v). By the maximum degree assumption and since
u and v are adjacent to each other, there are at most 2d− 2 vertices in NS . To prove the theorem,
we show that the number of maximal sets S satisfying the following two
• degree of G[S] is at most d, and
• S contains {u, v} and S ∩N(u, v) = NS (S contains ≤ 2d fixed vertices);
is bounded by Md(c− 1 + 2d; 2d).
We claim that any such maximal set S also induces a maximal subgraph (with the same proper-
ties) in graph G[{u, v}∪NS ∪R] where R = V \NG[u, v]. Namely, we can obtain G[{u, v}∪NS ∪R]
from G by removing some vertices that are not in S. As removal of such vertices does not influ-
ence the maximality of S, it follows that S induces a maximal subgraph (with the above stated
properties) in G[{u, v} ∪NS ∪R].
Since G is the complement of a c-closed graph and by definition of R, we have |R| ≤ c − 1.
Let k = |{u, v} ∪ NS |. Then, by definition of Md(c − 1 + k; k) it follows that the number of
maximal sets S that induce a subgraph with degree at most d and contain {u, v} ∪NS is bounded
byMd(c− 1 + k; k). As |{u, v}∪NS | = k ≤ 2d we haveMd(c− 1 + k; k) ≤Md(c− 1 + 2d; 2d) and
the proof follows.
Next, we deal with the case d = 1. The proof is largely the same and we make a small change
in the way we count the subsets S that contain u, v. As the maximum degree of G[S] is at most 1
and since u and v are adjacent to each other we have that NS = ∅. We claim that if S is maximal
set with degree at most 1 in G containing uv, then S \ {u, v} is a maximal set with degree at most
1 in G[R].
For a contradiction, suppose that S \ {u, v} is not a maximal such set, and let S′ ⊆ R be a set
such that S \ {u, v} ⊂ S′ and ∆(G[S′]) ≤ 1. Since S′ ⊆ R = V (G) \N [u, v] it follows that u and v
are non-adjacent to S′. Thus, ∆(G[S′ ∪ {u, v}]) ≤ 1 contradicting maximality of S.
It follows that the number of maximal subsets S with ∆(G[S]) ≤ 1 and that contain edge uv
is at most M1(c − 1). Thus, the number of maximal subsets S with ∆(G[S]) ≤ 1 is bounded by
n2M0(c− 1) + n2M1(c− 1) ≤ 2n2M1(c− 1).
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We give an example showing that the dependency on n and d cannot be improved.
Example 3.4. Any complete bipartite graph is the complement of a 1-closed graph as any two
adjacent vertices have no common non-neighbors. Let us count maximal subgraphs of degree at
most d in K`,` for ` > d. Denote with U1, U2 the color classes of K`,`. For any A ⊆ U1 and B ⊆ U2
with |A|, |B| = d, the set A ∪ B ∪ V3 induces a d-regular graph. Such a set induces a maximal
subgraph of degree at most d as adding any vertex to the set would increase the maximum degree.
Hence, the number of maximal subgraphs with degree at most d, is at least Ω(`2d) = Ω
( |V (K`,`)|2d
22d
)
.
Enumeration. Equipped with Theorem 3.3 it is straightforward to obtain an algorithm, with
running time similar to the FPT bound, for enumeration of all maximal (d+ 1)-plexes in c-closed
graph. A simple way is to run a polynomial delay algorithm for listing all maximal subgraph with
degree at most d on the complement graph [4]. The FPT bound then implies that the enumeration
algorithm indeed runs in FPT time. A better running time can be obtained if the enumeration
algorithm is incorporated directly into the proof of the FPT bound. We sketch it below.
Corollary 3.5. For c-closed graphs and a fixed d ≥ 0, there is an algorithm running in time
O(n2d ·κcd ·p(c)) for Enumerate (d+ 1)-plexes, where κd < 2 is the root of xd+4−2xd+3 + 1 = 0;
and for a polynomial p. For 2-plexes, a stronger bound O(n2 · 10c/5 · p(c)) applies.
Proof. We enumerate all maximal subgraphs with degree at most d in the complement graph. If
a maximal subgraph with degree at most d is edgeless, then it is also a maximal independent set
and we use the algorithm by Fox et al. [19] stated in Theorem 1.1.
Hence, we only need to enumerate the maximal subgraphs with degree at most d and that contain
at least one edge. Similarly, as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 once we fix an edge uv, and the neighbors
of u and v the rest of maximal induced subgraph is contained in a subset of at most c−1 vertex. By
applying the polynomial delay algorithm [4] to these vertices, we can obtain all maximal subgraphs
of degree at most d that contain the fixed vertices in time O(Md(c−1+2d; 2d) ·p(c)) ≤ O(κcd ·p(c))
for a polynomial p.
4 Co-forests
In this section, we consider the dense subgraphs G[S] with at most |S| − 1 non-edges. As we have
seen in Example 1.2 if we do not require any structural assumption on the non-edges, then we cannot
hope to enumerate such dense subgraphs in FPT time with respect to c. On the contrary, if we
require that the non-edges form a forest then we can get a positive result. Intuitively, the difference
is that in the latter case the non-edges are uniformly distributed within the dense subgraph while in
the former case the non-edges can be concentrated in a small but not-so-dense part of the subgraph.
For brevity, we are working with maximal forests in the complement of c-closed graphs. We use
existing results for the combinatorial bound and enumeration . An FPT bound follows by separately
counting stars and the forests that are not stars. We show that counting stars reduces to counting
independent sets. If a forest is not a star then it either contains a path on four vertices, or two
non-trivial components. We denote a path on 4 vertices by P4. To count the forests containing a
P4 or two non-trivial components we use the following observation. Any such forest contains two
edges e, f with the property that any other vertex is non-adjacent to either the endpoints of e or
the endpoints of f . We use the complementary c-closure to observe that any forest admitting two
such two edges, is contained in a set of at most 2c− 2 vertices – the non-neighbors of e and f .
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Combinatorial bound. As counting maximal stars reduces to counting maximal independent
set, in this case we use M0(N) and the Moon-Moser theorem. Otherwise, we use F(N) – the
maximum number of maximal induced forests in a graph on N vertices. Currently, the best bound
is F(N) ≤ 1.8638N [16]. It is known that M0(N) ≤ 3N/3 < 105N/10 ≤ F(N).
FPT bound. We start by counting the maximal stars in the complement of a c-closed graph. A
non-standard definition of a star is used: a star is a graph that can be obtained as a union of a tree
with diameter at most 2 and an independent set.
Lemma 4.1 (Stars). Let G be a complement of a c-closed graph. The number of maximal induced
stars in G is bounded by n3 · M0(c− 1).
Proof. For a vertex v ∈ V (G), we show that the number of maximal stars for which v is a center
is bounded by n2 · M0(c − 1). A center of a star is any vertex with maximum degree (center is
unique whenever there is a vertex with degree at least 2).
Let S be a set inducing a star such that v is a center of G[S]. By our definition of a star, we
have that S \ v is an independent set. Moreover, S \ v is a maximal independent set in graph G \ v:
suppose not and let u ∈ V (G) \ v be a vertex such that S ∪ u \ v is an independent set in G \ v,
then S ∪u induces a star in G regardless of the adjacency of u and v. By Theorem 3.2, the number
of maximal independent sets in G \ v is at most (n− 1)2M0(c− 1). The lemma follows.
We show that the dependence on n3 cannot be improved unless the bound in Theorem 3.2 is
improved.
Example 4.2. Adding an isolated vertex to a c-closed graph produces a larger c-closed graph.
Equivalently, adding a universal vertex (adjacent to all other vertices) to the complement of a
c-closed graph produces a larger c-closed graph.
Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph on 23n vertices. Denote with G
+ the graph obtained
by adding n3 universal vertices to G. The number of maximal induced stars in G
+ is at least n3
times larger than the number of maximal independent sets in G as any maximal independent set
in G gives rise to n3 maximal stars in G
+. Thus, if we start with a graph G having M maximal
independent sets we can build graph G+ with n3 ·M maximal induced starts.
We proceed the give an upper bound on the number of forests that contain a P4, and the number
of forests that contain two non-trivial components.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph. Then the number of maximal induced
forests in G
1. with at least two non-trivial components, is at most n2 · (c− 1)2F(2c− 4);
2. containing a P4, is at most n
3 · (c− 1)F(2c− 3).
Proof. (1) Let e = ab be an edge in G. We show that the number of maximal forests in G with at
least two non-trivial components one of which contains e, is at most c2 · F(2c− 4). Any such forest
contains an edge f = cd that is in a different connected component then e. In particular, vertices
c and d are non-adjacent to a, b. Therefore, the edge f is contained in the set V (G) \N [a, b]. See
Figure 2. Since G is the complement of a c-closed graph it holds |V (G) \N [a, b]| < c. Thus, there
are at most (c− 1)2 possibilities for an edge f . Fix such an edge f . To prove 1, it suffices to show
that the number of maximal induced forests that contain edges e and f in different components is
at most F(2c− 4).
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ab
c
d
e = ab f = cd e f
V \N [a, b]
V \N [c, d]
G :
G[S] :
Figure 2: Proof of Lemma 4.3. Left: G[S] represents an induced forest with two non-trivial
components and two designated edges e and f . Right: depection of G[S] within G. As G is the
complement of a c-closed graph we have |V (G) \N [a, b]| ≤ c− 1 and |V (G) \N [c, d]| ≤ c− 1.
Let S be the set inducing a maximal forest with edges e and f in different components. Denote
with X the connected component containing e. Since X is not in the same component as f it
follows that X ⊆ V (G) \N [c, d]. Similarly, we have that S \X ⊆ V (G) \N [a, b]. Hence, S is also
a maximal induced forest in the graph induced by (V (G) \N [c, d]) ∪ (V (G) \N [a, b]). As G is the
complement of a c-closed graph it follows that |(V (G) \N [c, d])∪ (V (G) \N [a, b])| ≤ c− 1 + c− 1.
At this point we could conclude that the number of such maximal sets S is bounded by F(2c− 2),
but we can do a bit better since we are only counting maximal induced forests that contain e and
f .
Consider graph H = G[(V (G) \N [c, d])∪ (V (G) \N [a, b])]. Any vertex that is adjacent to both
a, b or both c, d cannot be in an induced forest containing e and f , so we assume that there are no
such vertices in H. Contract the edges e and f in H to obtain H ′ and denote with ve (resp. vf )
the vertex obtained by contracting e (resp. f). Then, for any set S that induces a maximal forest
containing e and f in H we have that S ∪ ve ∪ vf \ {a, b, c, d} induces a maximal forest containing
ve and vf in H
′. Since |V (H ′)| ≤ 2c− 4, the number of maximal induced forest that contain e and
f is at most F(2c− 4).
(2) We proceed in a similar fashion to prove the second part of the lemma. Let a, b, c be three
vertices that induce a P3 in G. We count the number of maximal induced forests containing a, b, c
and in which c is not a leaf. Since c is not a leaf, any such forest contains a vertex d that is
adjacent to c but not to a, b. It is not hard to see that there are at most c− 1 possible choices for
d since d ∈ V (G) \N [a, b], and |V (G) \N [a, b]| < c. Let S be a set inducing a maximal forest and
containing a, b, c, d in G. To prove the lemma we show that any such set S also induces a maximal
forest in a graph on 2c− 3 vertices.
Consider an arbitrary vertex v ∈ S. Since G[S] is a tree containing a P4 induced by {a, b, c, d} it
follows that v is either non-adjacent to both a and b, or non-adjacent to c and d. Therefore, S is also
a maximal induced forest in a graph H = G[(V (G)\N [a, b])∪ (V (G)\N [c, d])∪{b, c}]. As G is the
complement of a c-closed graph there are at most c−1 vertices non-adjacent to both a, b (including
d) and at most c−1 vertices non-adjacent to c, d (including a), i.e., |V (H)| ≤ 2c. Similarly as before,
we are only interested in sets S containing a, b, c, d. Let H ′ be the graph obtained by contracting
the edges ab, bc, cd in H into a vertex u. It is not hard to see that S ∪ u \ {a, b, c, d} induces a
maximal induced forest in a graph H ′, and the same holds for any set inducing a maximal forest
that contains {a, b, c, d}. Since |V (H ′)| ≤ 2c − 3, it follows that the number of maximal induced
forests that contain a, b, c is at most (c− 1) · F(2c− 3).
The main idea in the both parts of the above proof is finding two edges e and f that partition
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the rest of the graph into their respective non-neighborhoods. This idea is generalized in Lemma 5.3
and will be used in later proofs.
Theorem 4.4 (Forests). Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph. The number of maximal
induced forests in G is at most
n3M0(c− 1) + 2n3 · (c− 1)F(2c− 3) ≤ 3n3 · (c− 1) · 1.86382c−3 .
Proof. A forest either contains at least two non-trivial components, a P4, or is a star. By Lemma 4.1
there are at most n3M0(c−1) maximal stars in G. By Lemma 4.3 the number of maximal induced
forests that contain at least two non-trivial components or a P4 is at most 2n
3 · (c − 1)F(2c − 3).
The theorem follows since 3
c−1
3 ≤ 1.443c−1 ≤ 1.86382c−3 for any integer c bigger than 1.
Enumeration. By Theorem 4.4, the polynomial delay algorithm for enumerating maximal in-
duced forest [12, 14] on the complement of c-closed graph runs in FPT time. As the enumeration
algorithm takes O(n5) per maximal forest we obtain an FPT algorithm. Similarly, as in Corol-
lary 3.5, we can obtain a better running time by applying the algorithm directly in the proof of the
upper bound. We state the improved running time in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.5. For c-closed graphs, there is an FPT algorithm running in time O(n3·1.86382c−3·c6)
for Enumerate co-forests.
5 Bounded co-trewidth
We generalize the previous result for co-forests to the subgraphs of bounded co-treewidth. For the
combinatorial bound, we use the trivial upper bound 2N for the number of maximal subgraphs of
bounded treewidth in an N vertex graph. For the enumeration, we are unaware of any polynomial
delay algorithms for enumerating maximal subgraphs of bounded treewidth. Nevertheless, the
proof of the FPT bound is easily turned into an FPT enumeration algorithm. Therefore, we are
only concerned with proving the FPT bound. In Subsection 5.1, we extend the upper bound (and
consequently the algorithm) to the subgraphs of bounded local treewidth.
FPT bound. We start by introducing a notion of star-like graphs with treewidth at most t.
Lemma 5.1 gives a way of counting such maximal star-like graphs in the complement of a c-closed
graphs. The counting reduces to counting maximal independent sets in smaller graphs.
To count the non-star-like graph with treewitdh at most t, we abstract the ideas used in
Lemma 4.3. For a given subgraph, the main idea was to identify two edges e and f , and show
that any other vertex is either non-adjacent to e or non-adjacent to f . Then the complementary
c-closure applied to e and f shows that the subgraph is also contained in a subset of at most 2c
vertices. As a generalization of this idea, in Lemma 5.3, we show how to count all subgraphs that
admit a similar decomposition, i.e., all subgraphs that contain several edges and such that any
other vertex is non-adjacent to at least one of the fixed edges.
The upper bound is proved by combining the two mentioned cases. More precisely, we show
that any subgraph of bounded tree-width is counted by either Lemma 5.1 or Lemma 5.3.
We say that that a graph H is a k-star if there is a partition {A,B} of V (H) such that |A| ≤ k
and B is an independent set. Equivalently, graph is a k-star if and only if it has a vertex cover of
size at most k. We say that A is the head of the star H, and B is the set of tails. A k-star is proper
if every tail is adjacent to at most k − 1 vertices (in the head). In particular, any (k − 1)-star is a
proper k-star. We note that any edgeless graph is a proper 1-star and any star is a proper 2-star.
Lemma 4.1 generalizes as follows.
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Lemma 5.1. Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph. The number of subsets S ⊆ V (G) that
induce a proper k-star with a maximal set of tails is at most 2 · nk+2 · M0(c− 1).
Note that we only require that the set of tails is maximal: there is no proper k-star with the
same head and a strictly larger (inclusion-wise) set of tails.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let A ⊆ V (G) be a set of at most k vertices. For a proper k-star with head
A and the set of tails B it holds that B is an independent set in G \A. Suppose that the B is the
maximal set of tails for the k-star G[A ∪B].
Let X be the set of vertices v ∈ V (G)\A that are adjacent to every vertex in A. If |A| = k, then
since G[A∪B] is proper and by maximality of the tail, it follows that B is a maximal independent
set in G \ (A∪X). If |A| < k then by maximality of tail, B is a maximal independent set in G \A.
By Theorem 3.2 there are at most n2M0(c−1) maximal independent sets in G\A and similarly
at most n2M0(c− 1) maximal independent sets in G \ (A ∪X). The lemma follows.
Next, we introduce a definition that captures the property of graphs we can count by fixing
several edges. Informally, we say that a graph H admits a good (`, k)-partition if there are k
edges and a set A0 on at most ` vertices such that the rest of the graph can be partitioned into
non-neighborhoods of the edges. Lemma 4.3 essentially bounds the number of induced forests that
admit a good (0, 2)-partition. We show that the subgraphs admitting a good (`, k)-partition are
easy to count.
Definition 5.2. We say that a graphH admits a good (`, k)-partition if there exist k edges e1, . . . , ek
and a (k+ 1)-partition {A0, A1, . . . , Ak} of the set V (H) \
(∪ki=1ei) such that NH(ei)∩Ai = ∅ and
|A0| ≤ `.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph. The number of subsets S ⊆ V for which
graph G[S] admits a good (`, k)-partition, is bounded by n`+2k · 2k(c−1).
Proof. Let H be induced subgraph of G that let e1, . . . , ek and A0, . . . , Ak be the edges and sets
defining a good (`, k)-partition of H. To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that the number of
induced subgraphs that admit a good (`, k)-partition with the same edges e1, . . . , ek and the same
set A0 is bounded by 2
k(c−1).
Denote with U the vertices of G that are neither incident to the edges e1, . . . , ek nor in the set
A0, i.e., U = V (G) \ (A0∪ki=1 ei). By definition of a good (`, k)-partition, for any induced subgraph
with a good (`, k)-partition e1, . . . , ek and A0, A
′
1, . . . A
′
k it holds A
′
i ⊆ U \NG(ei) for each i ∈ [k].
Since G is complement of a c-closed graph, it follows that |U \N(ei)| ≤ c−1 for each i ∈ [k]. Hence
there are at most 2k(c−1) induced subgraphs G[S] that admit a good (`, k)-partition with A0 and
the edges e1, . . . , ek. The lemma follows.
We present the main theorem of this section. The idea is to show that any subgraph of bounded
treewidth is either a (t+ 1)-star or admits a good (t, 2)-partition. Thus, the theorem follows from
the above two lemmas.
Theorem 5.4. Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph. The number of maximal subsets
S ⊆ V (G) for which tw(G[S]) ≤ t is at most 3nt+422(c−1).
Before we prove the theorem, we mention that the class of all graphs with treewidth at most t
contains all “proper” (t + 1)-stars but not all (t + 1)-stars. Simply, Kt+2 is a (t + 1)-star but has
tree-width t+ 1.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. The proof relies on the following claim.
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Claim 5.4.1. Let S ⊆ V (G) such that tw(G[S]) ≤ t. Then G[S] is either a proper (t+ 1)-star or
admits a good (t, 2)-partition.
Proof. Let (T,W) be a tree decomposition of G[S] of width at most t; Wa is the bag corresponding
to vertex a ∈ V (T ) and W is the set of bags, i.e., W = {Wa : a ∈ V (T )}. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that for any edge ab ∈ E(T ) the bags Wa and Wb are crossing, i.e., it
holds Wa \Wb 6= ∅ 6= Wb \Wa. On contrary, if Wa ⊆Wb we can simply remove the vertex a and the
bag Wa and reconnect the tree in the natural way to obtain a tree decomposition with the same
width and a smaller tree.
Let ab ∈ E(T ) and let Ta, Tb be the trees in T \ ab. Tree Ta (resp. Tb) is the tree in T \ ab
containing the vertex a (resp. b). It is easy to check that there is no edge between Ua := ∪t∈V (Ta)Wt\
(Wa ∩Wb) and Ub := ∪t∈V (Tb)Wt \ (Wa ∩Wb). In other words, Wa ∩Wb is a separator of G[S]
whenever Ua 6= ∅ 6= Ub. Since the adjacent bags in T are crossing we do have Ua 6= ∅ 6= Ub.
Moreover, since |Wa|, |Wb| ≤ t+ 1 and Wa \Wb 6= ∅ it follows that |Wa∩Wb| ≤ t. Thus, Wa∩Wb is
a separator of size at most t in G[S] for every ab ∈ E(T ). If Ua and Ub both contain an edge, say
e1 and e2 respectively, then G[S] admits a good (t, 2)-partition. Namely, we can set A0 = Wa∩Wb,
A1 = Ub, and A2 = Ua. Therefore, we assume that for each edge ab ∈ E(T ) at least one of Ua or
Ub is an independent set. We show, that this implies that G[S] is a proper (t+ 1)-star.
If for some ab ∈ E(T ) both Ua and Ub are independent sets, then so is Ua ∪ Ub. As Ua ∪ Ub =
S \ (Wa∩Wb) and |Wa∩Wb| ≤ t, it follows that G[S] is a t-star. Hence, for the rest of the proof we
assume that for each edge ab ∈ E(T ) either Ua or Ub is not an independent set. Combining with
the previous paragraph, we have that for each ab ∈ E(T ) exactly one of Ua, Ub is an independent
set and the other one is not.
Such a property gives a natural orientation of the edges in T . In particular, if Ua is an inde-
pendent set we orient the edge ab as (a, b) and otherwise we orient it (b, a). Since T is a tree, there
is a vertex s ∈ V (T ) such that all incident edges are oriented towards s. (Start with an arbitrary
vertex and move forward by any edge oriented away from the current vertex.) We show that S \Ws
is an independent set.
Suppose on the contrary that there is an edge uv ∈ G[S] \ Ws. By the definition of tree
decomposition (T,W), the vertices u and v are both contained in some bag Wp for p ∈ V (T ).
Moreover, it holds that p 6= s. Let q be the neighbor of s on the undirected s-p path in T (possibly
q = p). Then Uq is not an independent set: we have uv ∈ Uq since Wp\Ws ⊆ Uq. It follows that the
edge sq is oriented from s to q. A contradiction with the choice of s. As |Ws| ≤ t+ 1 we conclude
that S is a (t+ 1)-star.
It remains to show that the (t+ 1)-star is proper, i.e., that every vertex v ∈ S \Ws is adjacent
to at most t vertices in Ws. If |Ws| ≤ t then there is nothing to prove, so assume |Ws| = t + 1.
For the sake of contradiction, let v ∈ S \Ws be a vertex adjacent to all t + 1 vertices of Ws. Let
Wr be the bag containing v that is closest to the bag Ws in the tree T . Let Tv the tree in T \ s
that contains r. Since v 6∈ Ws, for any bag Wx that contains v it holds x ∈ Tv. Moreover, the
unique s − x path in T contains the vertex r. By the properties of tree decomposition, and since
v is adjacent to every vertex in Ws it follows that Ws ⊂ Wr. Thus, |Wr| ≥ |Ws ∪ {v}| = t + 2. A
contradiction with the width of the tree decomposition (T,W). 
We are ready to prove the theorem. Let S be a maximal subset of vertices of G such that
tw(G[S]) ≤ t. By Claim 5.4.1 we have that G[S] either admits a good (t, 2)-partition S induces a
proper (t + 1)-star. The number of sets S that admit a good (t, 2)-partition is at most nt+422c−2
by Lemma 5.3.
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Let us consider the case when G[S] is a proper (t + 1)-star. Since S is a maximal set with
property that G[S] ∈ C it follows that S is also a set that induces a proper (t + 1)-star with
maximal tail. It is not hard that the class of graph with bounded treewidth contains all proper
(t+ 1)-stars. The number of sets S that induce a proper (t+ 1)-star with maximal tail is at most
2nt+32c−1 by Lemma 5.1. The theorem follows.
We also show that the dependence nt is necessary already for c = 1.
Example 5.5. As in Example 3.4 we use complete bipartite graphs. Recall that any complete
bipartite graph is the complement of a 1-closed graph, and that tw(Ka,b) = min{a, b}.
Let us count maximal subgraphs with treewidth at most t in a complete bipartite graph K`,t+1.
Denote with U1, U2 the color classes of K`,t+1 and assume that |U1| = `. For a subset A ⊆ U1 of
size t, the set A ∪ U2 induces a subgraph with treewidth at most t. Since tw(Ka,b) = min{a, b}
and |U2| = t + 1 such a set A is maximal with the same property. Hence, there there are at least
O(`t) = O
(
(|V (K`,t+1)| − t− 1)t
)
maxiaml induced subgraphs with treewidth at most t in K`,t+1.
Enumeration. Let us explain how to turn the above proof in an enumeration algorithm. In the
proof of Theorem 5.4 we showed that any maximal induced subgraph of treewidth at most t is
either a proper (t+ 1)-star or admits a good (t, 2)-partition.
Enumeration of all proper (t + 1)-stars reduces to the enumeration of all maximal independ-
net sets in the complement of smaller c-closed graphs by the same reduction as in the proof of
Lemma 5.1. Thus, listing all proper (t+ 1)-stars takes O(nt+3M0(c− 1)) time.
To enumerate all subgraphs admitting a good (t, 2)-partition we use the defintion of the good
(t, 2)-partition and the c-closure condition. For two edges e, f there are at most 2c vertices that
are non-adjacent to either e or f by the complementary c-closure property. After fixing a set A on
at most t an a particular two edges e, f , by brute-force we can find all subgraphs with treewidth
at most t that admit a good (t, 2)-partition with the set A and the edges e and f . Since there are
at most 2c vertices over which we have to apply the bruce-force this takes O(22c) time. In total,
going over all sets of size at most t and every two edges e, f takes O(nt+422c) time.
Corollary 5.6. For a c-closed graph, there is an FPT algorihtm running in time O(nt+422c) that
outputs a set containing all maximal subgraph with co-treewidth at most t.
5.1 Bounded local co-treewidth
We use the lemmas and ideas present above for the subgraphs of bounded treewidth to show that
the similar results hold for the subgraphs of bounded local treewidth. First, we give a corollary of
Lemma 5.3 and then we recall the definition of locally bounded treewidth.
Corollary 5.7. Let G be a complement of a c-closed graph. Then the number of subsets S, for
which either
• G[S] contains at least two non-trivial connected components, or
• the diameter of some connected component in G[S] is at least 6
is bounded by n4 · 22(c−1).
Proof of Corollary 5.7. We show that in both cases G[S] admits a good (0, 2)-partition. The corol-
lary then follows by Lemma 5.3. If G[S] contains two non-trivial connected components then G[S]
clearly admits a good (0, 2)-partition.
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Suppose that G[S] contains two vertices v, u in the same component that are at distance at least
5. Since u, v are in the same connected component there are different vertices u′, v′ ∈ S \ {u, v}
such that uu′, vv′ ∈ E(G) (say the neighbors of u, v on the shortest u − v path). As u and v are
at distance at least 6 it follows that N(uu′) ∩N(vv′) ∩ S = ∅. In other words, any vertex is either
non-adjacent to uu′ or vv′. Thus, G[S] admits a good (0, 2)-partition with edges e1 = uu′ and
e2 = vv
′.
Informally, the corollary states that if we are are counting (finding) sparse subgraphs in the
complement of a c-closed graph, we only need to worry about the subgraphs with a small diameter.
Local tree-width. The local tree-width of a graph G = (V,E) is the function ltwG : N→ N that
associates with every r ∈ N the maximal tree-width of an r-neighborhood in G, see [20, 33]. More
formally, the r-neighborhood Nr(v) of a vertex v ∈ V is the set of all vertices u ∈ V at distance at
most r from v. Then
ltwG(r) := max{tw(G[Nr(v)]) : v ∈ V } .
We say that a class of graph C has bounded local tree-width, if there is a function f : N→ N such
that for all G ∈ C and r ∈ N it holds ltwG(r) ≤ f(r). Suppose that C is a class of graphs with
locally bounded tree-width for a function f with f(1) = f(2) = f(3) = f(4) = f(5) = t. (Equality
is need to ensure the closure for the proper t+ 1-stars. By assuming other conditions to ensure the
closure of all proper t+ 1-stars, we can relax this assumption.) We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5.8. Let C be a class of graphs of bounded local tree-width as defined above. Let G be a
complement of a c-closed graph. Then there are at most O(nt+44c−1) maximal induced subgraphs
of G that are in C.
Proof. Let S be a subset of V (G) such that G[S] ∈ C. By Corollary 5.7, there are at most n4 ·22c−2
subsets S for which G[S] has diameter more than 5. On the other hand, if diam(G[S]) ≤ 5 then
tw(G[S]) ≤ t since C has locally bounded tree-width. In this case, we can prove the theorem exactly
the same as Theorem 5.4 by using Claim 5.4.1.
6 Bounded co-degeneracy
In this section, we give FPT algorithms for enumerating maximal subgraph with bounded co-
degeneracy in a c-closed graph. As before, we work in the complement of a c-closed graph and look
for the maximal subgraphs of bounded degeneracy. The proof of the FPT bound uses the same
lemmas as in the case of bounded treewidth. Namely, it is easy to show that d-degenerate graph is
either a 4d-star or admits a good (4d, 2d)-partition. The FPT bound then follows by Lemmas 5.1
and 5.3.
In comparison with bounded treewidth, we are able to make exponential savings in running
time with respect to c since there is a non-trivial combinatorial bound, and there is a polynomial
delay algorithm for listing maximal d-degenerate subgraphs.
Combinatorial bound. Recall that the maximum the number of maximal d-degenerate sub-
graph with in an arbitrary N -vertex graph is denoted by Dd(N). Pilipczuk and Pilipczuk [37] show
that for every d there is a constant γd < 2 such that Dd(N) ≤ γNd . Forests are exactly 1-degenerate
graphs, so we have D1(N) = F(N) ≤ 1.8638N .
FPT bound. To give the algorithm, we use the same two lemmas as in the case of subgraphs of
bounded treewidth in the complement of a c-closed graph. In the case of bounded degeneracy, the
dichotomy theorem is easier to prove but it comes at the expense of worse upper bounds. To make
the saving in the base of the exponent we give a stronger version of Lemma 5.3.
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Lemma 6.1. Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph and let ` and k be fixed integers. The
number of maximal subsets S ⊆ V for which graph G[S] is d-degenrate and admits a good (`, k)-
partition, is at most O(n`+2k · Dd(kc)).
Proof. Let H be a maximal d-degenrate subgraph of G that let e1, . . . , ek and A0, . . . , Ak be the
edges and sets defining a good (`, k)-partition of H. To prove the lemma, it suffices to show
that the number of induced subgraphs that admit a good (`, k)-partition with the same edges
e1, . . . , ek and the same set A0 is bounded by Dd(`k(c+ 1)). Namely, O(n`+2k · Dd(`+ kc+ k)) ≤
O(n`+2k · 2`+k · Dd(kc)) = O(n`+2k · Dd(kc)).
Denote with U the vertices of G that are neither incident to the edges e1, . . . , ek nor in the
set A0, i.e., U = V (G) \ (A0 ∪ki=1 ei). By definition of a good (`, k)-partition, for any induced
subgraph with a good (`, k)-partition e1, . . . , ek and A0, A
′
1, . . . A
′
k it holds A
′
i ⊆ U \NG(ei) for each
i ∈ [k]. Since G is complement of a c-closed graph, it follows that |U \ N(ei)| ≤ c − 1 for each
i ∈ [k]. Hence H is also a maximal subgraph in graph induced by A0 ∪i=1l (ei ∪ (U \ N [ei])). As
|A0∪i=1l (ei∪ (U \N [ei]))| ≤ `+k(c+1) we conclude that there are at most Dd(`k(c+1)) subgraph
H with desired properties. The lemma follows.
To prove that every d-degenerate graph is either a 4d-star or admits a good (4d, 2d)-partition
we need an easy proposition.
Proposition 6.2. If H is a graph with degeneracy at most d then every induced subgraph H ′ it
holds |E(H ′)| ≤ d|V (H ′)|.
Lemma 6.3. Let H be a graph degeneracy at most d. Then H is either a 4d-star or H admits a
good (4d, 2d)-partition.
Proof. Let M be the maximum size matching in H. If |M | ≤ 2d then the vertices incident with the
edges in M form a vertex cover of size at most 4d. In this case, H is trivially a 4d-star. So assume
that |M | ≥ 2d and consider 2d arbitrary edges from M , say e1, . . . , e2d.
In order to prove the lemma it suffices to show that | ∩2di=1 N(ei)| ≤ 2d: namely, we set A0 =
∩2di=1N(ei); then each v ∈ V \ (A0 ∪2di=1 ei) is non-adjacent to at least one edge ei and we can assign
v to Ai.
Denote with ` = | ∩2di=1 N(ei)|. Our goal is to show that ` ≤ 2d. Let Z = ∪2di=1ei be the set of
vertices incident to the edges e1, . . . , e2d. It holds |Z| = 4d. As each vertex in ∩2di=1N(ei) is adjacent
to every edge ei, the number of edges in G[A0 ∪ Z] is at least ` · 2d. Since H has degeneracy at
most d, by Proposition 6.2 it holds
2`d ≤ |E(G[A0 ∪ Z])| ≤ d|A0 ∪ Z| = d(`+ 4d) = d`+ 4d2 .
Hence, d` ≤ 4d2 and ` ≤ 4d.
We are ready to prove the theorem.
Theorem 6.4. Let G be the complement of a c-closed graph. The number of maximal d-degenerate
subgraphs in G is bounded by O(n8dDd(2dc)).
Proof. By Lemma 6.3 any maximal induced subgraph with degeneracy at most d is either a 4d-star
(and hence a proper 4d + 1-star) or admits a good (4d, 2d)-partition. By Lemma 5.1 the number
of proper 4d + 1-starts with maximal set of tails is 2n4d+1M0(c − 1). By Lemma 6.1 there are at
most O(n8dDd(2dc)) subgraphs that admit a good (4d, 2d)-partition in G.
Since the minimum degeneracy of Ka,b is min{a, b}, Example 5.5 shows that the dependency nt
is necessary.
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Enumeration. Maximal d-degenerate subgraphs can be listed in time O(mnd+2) per maximal
subgraph [14]. We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6.5. For c-closed graphs a fixed d and a constant γd < 2, there is an FPT algorithm
running in time O(n9d+4 · γ2dcd ) for enumerating all maximal subgraphs with co-degeneracy at most
d.
A Counting maximal subgraphs with degree at most 1
We say that a set S ⊆ V (G) is a generalized induced matching if ∆(G[S]) ≤ 1. Moreover S is a
maximal generalized induced matching in G if there is no set S′ ⊆ V (G) such that S ⊂ S′ and S′
is a generalized induced matching.
We are interested in the number of maximal generalized induced matchings in a graph G, i.e.,
M1(G). For a generalized induced matching S, we say that v ∈ S is unmatched if v has no
neighbors in S, and matched if v has a neighbor in S – such a neighbor is unique. A useful way to
think about the maximal generalized induced matchings is following:
Observation A.1. Let S be a maximal generalized induced matching in G. Then each vertex
w ∈ V (G) \ S is adjacent to either an matched vertex in S or two unmatched vertices of S.
A converse holds as well. Suppose that S is a generalized induced matching. If every vertex
w 6∈ S is adjacent to a matched vertex in S or at least two unmatched vertices, then S is maximal.
Before we prove the main theorem, we prove three simple lemmas and an easy proposition.
Lemma A.2. Let U be a connected component of a graph G. ThenM1(G) =M1(G[U ])·M1(G\U).
Proof. Any maximal generalized induced matching S in G is the disjoint union of a maximal
generalized induced matching S ∩ V1 in G[V1], and a maximal generalized induced matching S \ V1
in G \ V1.
Lemma A.3. Let u, v be twin vertices in G, i.e., uv ∈ E and N(v) = N(u). Then M1(G) ≤
M1(G \ uv).
The lemma states that disconnecting twin vertices in a graph cannot decrease the number of
maximal generalized induced matchings.
Proof. Let S be a maximal generalized induced matching in G. It suffices to prove that S induces
a maximal generalized matching in G \ uv. If S does not contain u nor v then S is a maximal
generalized induced matching in G\uv. Without loss of generality, u ∈ S. Note that u is matched:
if not then S ∪ v is a generalized induced matching since u and v are twins.
Case 1: The neighbor of u in S is w, w 6= v. Then S is a generalized induced matching in
G \ uv with the same number of edges. S is still maximal since u and v are twins.
Case 2: The neighbor of u in S is v. Then S is an induced matching in G \ uv with one less
edge then the generalized induced matching S in G. By Observation A.1 and since u and v are
twins, S is maximal.
Lemma A.4. Let S be a maximal generalized induced matching in G and let v ∈ S. Then either
|N(u) \N [v]| > 0 for all u ∈ N(v) or v is matched in S.
In a graph G, we say that a vertex v dominates a vertex u if N(u) ⊆ N(v). The lemma states
that if v dominates a vertex in its neighborhood then v is always matched in a maximal generalized
induced matching.
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Proof. For the sake of contradiction suppose that v is unmatched and that for some w ∈ N(v) it
holds N(w) ⊆ N [v]. As v is unmatched it holds that u 6∈ S for all u ∈ N(v). Since N(w) ⊆ N [v]
it follows S ∪w is also a generalized induced matching. A contradiction with maximality of S.
Proposition A.5. Let G be a graph and suppose that n = |V (G)| ≤ 5. Then M1(G) ≤ 10n/5.
Proof. The proposition is trivial to check for n ≤ 3. Given a ground set A denote with P(A) the
family of all subsets of A. P(A) admits a natural partial ordering by the inclusion.
We observe that the set of all maximal generalized induced matchings is an antichain P|V (G)|
(or any other type of maximal sets). If n = 4 (resp. n = 5) then the maximum size of an antichain
in P|V (G)| is (42) = 6 < 104/5 (resp. (52) = 10 = 105/5).
Theorem A.6. M1(n) ≤ 10n/5 ≤ 1.585n.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the number of vertices. Let G be a graph on n vertices.
Proposition A.5 is the base case of the induction and allows us to assume that |V (G)| ≥ 6. By
Lemma A.2 we assume that G is connected. Observation A.1 is used throughout the proof implicitly.
We will consider several different cases bases on the degree of vertices in G.
Case A: there exists a vertex v ∈ V (G) with deg(v) = 1. Denote with w the unique
neighbor of v in G. Since S is maximal, it contains at least one of v, w. Moreover, if v 6∈ S then w
is matched in S by Lemma A.4. Thus, either w ∈ S and w is matched in S or w 6∈ S and v ∈ S.
If w ∈ S and w is matched, then there is u ∈ N(w) such that u ∈ S. In this case, S \ {w, u}
is a maximal generalized induced matching in G \ N [w, u]. If v ∈ S and w 6∈ S, then S \ v is a
maximal generalized induced matching in G \ {v, w} = G \ N [v]. Combining the two, we obtain
the following recursive upper bound on M1(G):
M1(G) ≤M1(G \ {v, w}) +
∑
u∈N(w)
M1(G \N [w, u]) .
As |N [w, u]| ≥ |N [w]| ≥ deg(w) + 1 we have M1(G \N [w, u]) ≤M1(n− deg(w)− 1) and
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 2) + deg(w)M1(n− deg(w)− 1) .
By induction we have
M1(G) ≤ 10n/5
(
10−2/5 + deg(w) · 10−(deg(w)+1)/5
)
.
Since 10−2/5 + x · 10−(x+1)/5 < 1 for all x ≥ 1 this case is proved. Note that we proved a stronger
statement: if deg(v) = 1 for v ∈ V (G) then the number of maximal generalized induced matchings
is 10n/5
(
10−2/5 + deg(w) · 10−(deg(w)+1)/5) < 10n/5 · (10−2/5 + 2 · 10−3/5) where w is the neighbor
of v in G. We will use the stronger statement in one of the remaining cases.
Recursive bound. We give a generic recursive bound for M1(G) that will be useful for several
cases. Let v be an arbitrary vertex. For a maximal generalized induced matching S we have the
following possibilities.
• S does not contain v. Then S is also a maximal generalized induced matching in G\v. Hence,
the number of maximal generalized induced matchings S in G that do not contain v is at
most M1(G \ v).
• S contains v and v is unmatched in S. Then S \v is a maximal generalized induced matching
in G \N [v]. The number of such sets S in G is at most M1(G \N [v]).
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• S contains v and v is matched to w in S. Then S \ {v, w} is a maximal generalized induced
matching in G\N [v, w]. The number of such sets S in G is at most∑w∈N(v)M1(G\N [v, w]).
We obtain the following bound on M1(G):
M1(G) ≤M1(G \ v) +M1(G \N [v]) +
∑
w∈N(v)
M1(G \N [v, w])
By Lemma A.4 if there is a vertex w ∈ N(v) such that N(w) ⊆ N [v] then we cannot have v ∈ S
and v unmatched. Therefore, in this case the stronger bound applies:
M1(G) ≤M1(G \ v) +
∑
w∈N(v)
M1(G \N [v, w])
Case B: ∆(G) ≥ 6. Let v be a vertex of degree at least 6. Since |N [v, w]| ≥ |N [v]| = deg(v)+1,
it follows that M1(G \N [v, w]) ≤M1(G \N [v]) ≤M1(n− deg(v)− 1). Using the previous in the
(weaker) recursive bound gives
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 1) + (deg(v) + 1) · M1(n− deg(v)− 1) .
By induction and since 10−1/5 + (x+ 1) · 10−(x+1)/5 ≤ 1 for x ≥ 6 we then have
M1(G) ≤ 10n/5
(
10−1/5 + (deg(v) + 1) · 10−(deg(v)+1)/5
)
< 10n/5 .
Case C: ∆(G) = 5. Let v be a vertex of degree 5. Since G is connected, either |V (G)| = 6 or
there is a vertex w ∈ N(v) such that |N(w) \N(v)| ≥ 1.
If |V (G)| = 6 then a maximal generalized induced matching is either an edge vw for some
w ∈ N(v) or a maximal generalized induced matching in G \ v. Hence, by Proposition A.5 we have
M1(G) ≤ 5 + 105/5 < 106/5.
For the rest of this case we assume that |V (G)| > 6. Consequently, there is a vertex w ∈ N(v)
such that |N(w) \ N(v)| ≥ 1. For the four vertices u ∈ N(v) \ w we use the same bound as
before |N [u, v]| ≥ |N [v]| = deg(v) + 1 = 6. Since |N(w) \ N(v)| ≥ 1, we have a stronger bound
|N [v, w]| ≥ |N [v]|+1 = deg(v)+1. Thus,M1(G\N [v, w]) ≤M1(n−deg(v)−2). By the (weaker)
recursive bound and induction we then have
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 1) +M1(n− 6) + 4 · M1(n− 6) +M1(n− 7)
≤ 10n/5
(
10−1/5 + 5 · 10−6/5 + 10−7/5
)
< 10n/5 .
Case D: ∆(G) = 4. Let v be a vertex of degree 4. We consider two subcases. In the first case
we assume that each w ∈ N(v) has a neighbor outside N [v]. Otherwise, for some w ∈ N(v) it holds
N [w] ⊆ N [v] – the second case.
Case D.1: For all w ∈ N(v) it holds |N(w) \ N [v]| ≥ 1. Therefore |N [v, w]| ≥ |N [v]| + 1 =
deg(v) + 2 = 6. By the (weaker) recursive bound and induction we have
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 1) +M1(n− 5) + 4 · M1(n− 6)
≤ 10n/5
(
10−1/5 + 10−5/5 + 4 · 10−6/5
)
< 10n/5 .
Case D.2: For some w ∈ N(v) we have N(w) ⊆ N [v]. Since |V (G)| ≥ 6 and since G is
connected, for some u ∈ N(v) we have |N(u) \ N [v]| ≥ 1 and thus |N [v, u]| ≥ |N [v]| + 1 =
deg(v) + 2 = 6. Combining it with the (stronger) recursive bound, and by induction gives
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 1) + 3 · M1(n− 5) +M1(n− 6)
≤ 10n/5
(
10−1/5 + 3 · 10−5/5 + 10−6/5
)
< 10n/5 .
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Case E: ∆(G) = 3. Let v be a vertex of degree 3 and denote with w1, w2, w3 its neighbors.
Since G is connected and |V (G)| ≥ 6 at least one wi has a neighbor outside of N [v]. Moreover, by
case A there are no vertices of degree 1 in G.
We consider five subcases. In the first three the cases, at least one of w1, w2, w3 has degree 2 in
G. In the last two, deg(wi) = 3 for every i ∈ [3].
Case E.1: deg(w3) = 2, N(w3) ⊆ N [v] and for i ∈ [2] it holds |N(wi) \N [v]| ≥ 1 . For i ∈ [2]
we have |N [v, wi]| ≥ |N [v]| + 1 ≥ deg(v) + 2 = 5. Moreover, |N [v, w3]| = deg(v) + 1 = 4. By the
(stronger) recursive bound, and induction we have
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 1) + 2 · M1(n− 5) +M1(n− 4)
≤ 10n/5
(
10−1/5 + 2 · 10−5/5 + 10−4/5+
)
< 10n/5 .
Case E.2: deg(w3) = 2, for i ∈ {2, 3} it holds N(wi) ⊆ N [v], and |N(w1) \ N [v]| ≥ 1. Since
∆(G) = 3 vertex w1 can be adjacent to at most one of w2, w3. If w3 is adjacent to w1 then
deg(w2) = 1, hence w3 in non-adjacent to w1 and w3 is adjacent to w2. By Lemma A.3 we assume
that w2 and w3 are not twins. Hence, w2 is adjacent to w1.
We use a refined version of the strong recursive bound. In particular, we refine the term
corresponding to the case where v 6∈ S. If v 6∈ S then by maximality at least one of the following
cases holds:
• w1, w3 ∈ S and w1 is unmatched,
• w1, w3 ∈ S and w1 is matched to its neighbor t with t ∈ S \N [v],
• w1, w2 ∈ S,
• w2, w3 ∈ S.
We obtain the bound
M1(G) ≤M1(G \N [w1, w3]) +
∑
t∈N(w1)\N [v]
M1(G \N [w1, t, w3]) +M1(G \N [w1, w2])
+M1(G \N [w2, w3]) +
∑
i∈[3]
M1(G \N [v, wi]) .
Denote with x = |N(w1)\N [v]|. Since |N [w1, t, w3]| ≥ |N [w1, w3]| = |N [w1, w2]| = |N [w1, v]| = 4+x
we have
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 4− x) + x · M1(n− 4− x) +M1(n− 4− x)
+M1(n− 4) + 2 · M1(n− 4) +M1(n− 4− x) .
By induction we have M1(G) ≤ 10n/5
(
(x+ 3) · 10(−x−4)/5 + 3 · 10−4/5
)
. The case is proved since
(x+ 3) · 10(−x−4)/5 + 3 · 10−4/5 < 1 for both x ∈ {1, 2}.
Case E.3: deg(w3) = 2 and for all i ∈ [3] it holds |N(wi)\N [v]| ≥ 1. Let u3 be the neighbor of w3
different than v. Note that u3 6∈ N [v] by the assumption. By case A it holds deg(u3) ∈ {2, 3}. We
use a refined version of the weaker recursive bound. More precisely, we refine the termM1(G\N [v])
corresponding to v ∈ S and v unmatched. If v ∈ S and v unmatched, then by maximality it follows
that either u3 ∈ S and u3 unmatched or for some t ∈ N(u3) \N [v] we have u3t ∈ S. The recursion
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is then
M1(G) ≤M1(G \ v)
+M1(G \N [v, u3]) +
∑
t∈N(u3)\N [v]
M1(G \N [v, u3, t])
+
∑
i∈[3]
M1(G \N [v, wi]) .
Let x = |N(u3) \ N [v]|, i.e, x is the number of vertices that are adjacent to u but not v. Since
deg(u3) ∈ {2, 3} it follows that x ∈ {0, 1, 2}. By definition of x and since {v, w1, w2, w3, u3} ⊆
N [v, u3] it holds that |N [v, u3]| ≥ x + 5. Thus |N [v, u3, t]| ≥ x + 5 as well. The induction then
gives:
M1(G\N [v, u3]) +
∑
t∈N(u3)\N [v]
M1(G\N [v, u3, t]) ≤ (x+ 1) ·M1(n−x−5) ≤ (x+ 1) ·10(n−x−5)/5 .
By induction and since |N [v, wi]| ≥ 5 for all i ∈ [3] we also have∑
i∈[3]
M1(G \N [v, wi]) ≤ 3 · 10(n−5)/5 .
Note that the degree of w3 in graph G \ v is 1. Hence, we can apply the following bound given in
case A:
M1(G \ v) ≤ 10(n−1)/5
(
10−2/5 + 2 · 10−3/5
)
Combining the above three we have:
M1(G) ≤ 10(n−1)/5
(
10−2/5 + 2 · 10−3/5
)
+ (x+ 1) · 10(n−x−5)/5 + 3 · 10(n−5)/5 .
For all three possible values {0, 1, 2} for x the last is bounded by 10n/5. Therefore, case E.3 is
proved.
Consider the previous three subcases. The vertex v is an arbitrary vertex of a connected graph
G. In other words, one of the three subcases can be applied as soon as there is a vertex in G of
degree 3, with a neighbor of degree 2. Therefore, by case A and since G is connected, we may
assume for the rest of the proof that G is a cubic graph, i.e., the degree of every vertex in G is 3.
Let v be a vertex in the cubic graph G. By Lemma A.3 for every wi ∈ N [v] it holds |N(wi) \
N [v]| ≥ 1. We will consider the following two possibilities: G[N(v)] is an independent set or
G[N(v)] contains exactly one edge.
Case E.4: G[N(v)] is an independent set. Equivalently, for all i ∈ [3] it holds |N(wi)\N [v]| = 2.
Since |N [v, wi]| = 6 for all i ∈ [3], we have by the (weak) recursive bound:
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 1) +M1(n− 4) + 3 · M1(n− 6) .
Then, by induction M1(G) ≤ 10n
(
10−1/5 + 10−4/5 + 3 · 10−6/5
)
< 10n/5 .
Case E.5: G[N(v)] contains exactly one edge. Without loss of generality assume that w2w3 ∈
E(G). Let u2 be the neighbor of w2 outside of N [v], and analogously define u3. By Lemma A.3 we
assume that u2 6= u3. Denote with a, b the neighbors of w1. (It is possible that {a, b} = {u2, u3}.)
We again use a refined version of the weak recursive bound. We refine the term M1(G \ v)
corresponding to the case when v 6∈ S. By maximality, at least one of the following holds:
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• for one of i ∈ {2, 3} we have w1, wi ∈ S and both w1 and wi are unmatched. Then S\{w1, wi}
is a maximal generalized induced matching in G \N [w1, wi].
• w2, w3 ∈ S. Then S \ {w2, w3} is a maximal generalized induced matching in G \N [w2, w2].
• For some i ∈ [3] and some t ∈ N(wi) \N [v] it holds wi, t ∈ S. Then S \ {wi, t} is a maximal
generalized induced matching in G \N [wi, t].
From the above
M1(G) ≤+
∑
i∈{2,3}
M1(G \N [w1, wi])
+M1(G \N [w2, w3])
+
∑
t∈{a,b}
M1(G \N [w1, t]) +M1(G \N [w2, u2]) +M1(G \N [w3, u3])
+M1(G \N [v]) +
∑
i∈[3]
M1(G \N [v, wi]) .
Since G is cubic and by the adjacencies in G the following equalities and inequalities hold:
• |N [w1, w2]| ≥ 6 and |N [w1, w3]| ≥ 6;
• |N [w2, w3]| = 5;
• |N [w1, a]| ≥ 5 and |N [w1, b]| ≥ 5; N [w2, u2] ≥ 6; |N [w3, u3]| ≥ 6;
• |N [v]| = 4; |N [v, w1]| = 6, |N [v, w2]| = 5 and |N [v, w3]| = 5.
Hence
M1(G) ≤M1(n− 4) + 5 · M1(n− 5) + 5 · M1(n− 6) .
By induction we get M1(G) ≤ 10n/5
(
10−4/5 + 5 · 10−5/5 + 5 · 10−6/5
)
< 10n/5 .
Case F: ∆(G) = 2. Since G is connected and by case A it follows that G is a cycle. Let
v2 ∈ V (G) and denote with v1 and v3 its neighbors. We use a refined recursive bound where we
refine the term M1(G \ v) corresponding to the maximal generalized induced matchings that do
not contain v. If v 6∈ S then at least one of the following holds
• v1, v3 ∈ S and both v1 and v3 are unmatched.
• v1 ∈ S and v1 is matched to its neighbor v0, where v0 6= v2.
• v3 ∈ S and v3 is matched to its neighbor v4, where v4 6= v2.
The bound arises
M1(G) ≤M1(G \N [v1, v3]) +M1(G \N [v1, v0]) +M1(G \N [v3, v4)
+M1(G \N [v2]) +M1(G \N [v1, v2]) +M1(G \N [v1, v0])
Since |V (G)| ≥ 6 it follows that v0 6= v4. Similarly as before, by induction we obtain
M1(G) ≤ 10n/5
(
10−5/5 + 2 · 10−4/5 + 10−3/5 + 2 · 10−4/5
)
< 10n/5 .
This completes the proof.
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